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PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON FISHERIES RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN MAHARASHTRA HELD AT BOMBAY 
ON 25TH AND 26TH MAY, 1988 
Inauguration 
Mr. Satyabir Singh Dodd, Director of Fisheries, 
Maharashtra who inaugurated the workshop also wel-
comed the participants and expressed the wish that the 
deliberations during the two days would bring into 
focus the problems confronting the marine fisheries 
sector in the state. He thanked Dr. P.S.B.R. James, 
Diiector, CMFRI, Cochin for initiating this dialogue 
between the state government agencies and the central 
institutes. 
Dr. P.S.B.R. James in his introductory address 
congratulated Mr. Dodd for being the &st Director of 
Fisheries to convene such a workshop. He outlined 
the objectives of the Workshop as (1) to take stock of 
the available information on the status of the marine 
fisheries sector in the state, (2) to highlight the local 
problems which need immediate attention, (3) to explore 
the possibilities of increasing the marine fish production 
in the state, (4) to identify priority areas of research 
which should be tackled by the research institutions and 
(5) to develop greater co-operation between the state 
and central government agencies concerned with marine 
fisheries development. The CMFRI being the premier 
Institution which has been collecting data on marine 
fish production on all India basis for the past four deca-
des had amassed a wealth of information. The Insti-
tute has developed a statistical model for estimating 
the marine fish production of the country based on a 
stratified random sampling system which has been 
highly recommended by the FAO for adoption by the 
developing countries. For evaluation of the fishery 
resources, continuous monitoring of the changes in 
fishing pattern, fishing areas, gear etc. have been done. 
On the occasion of the symposium held at Mandapam 
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the CMFRI, the 
Institute has consolidated and analysed the data for the 
ten year peiiod 1975-'84 and has brought out a series 
of publications on the appraisal of marine fish produ-
ction and potentials for all maritime states of India. 
It was an occasion for stock taking and for visualising 
what should be done in the future. Copies of these 
appraisals have been sent to the state fisheries depart-
ments for elucidating their comments so that the research 
programmes of the Institute could be reoriented to 
find answers to the local problems. As a follow-up 
measure the states were requested to organise workshops 
to discuss matters of importance to the state and to 
project ideas and suggestions which could be taken up 
by the concerned institutes for investigation. Dr. 
James expressed his happiness that Maharashtra State 
was the first to organise such a workshop in which all 
institutions and agencies connected with fisheries parti-
cipated. Dr. James said that it was a landmark in the 
history of marine fisheries research and development 
which promised promotion of greater collaboration 
between the various fisheries institutions and organi-
sations. Similar workshops are expected to be organised 
by all the other states in the coming months. These 
workshops will enable the CMFRI to formulate its 
research programmes based on the real problems of 
the maritime states. Constant evaluation of the pro-
grammes is an important and continuing exercise. It 
is proposed to conduct such workshops every five years 
in each state for this purpose. 
Status of marine fisheries in Maharashtra 
Dr. James then proceeded to review the status of 
marine fisheries in Maharashtra. The state of Maha-
rashtra with its long coast line and wide continental 
shelf has ample fishery resources. It is second in marine 
fish production (about 3 lakh tonnes) ra the country 
and so it is very important in the national scene. The 
state stands first in prawn production and is rich in 
resources of Bombay duck, 'ghol', 'dara', cat fish, 
ribbon fish and pomfret. 
The Bombay duck fishery is unique to Maharashtra 
and Gujarat. It exhibits wide fluctuations from year 
to year. About 90% of the Bombay duck fisheiy of 
the country is accounted for by these two states which 
seem to share the same general stock. The 'dol' nets 
are the chief gear operated to capture this fish. The 
'dol' net fishery is important in these two states and 
needs to be studied in greater detail as the juveniles of 
a number of quality fish such as pomfrets and prawns 
are also caught in abundance by this gear. 
Shri Satyabir Singh Dodd, Director,Maharashtra Fisheries delivers 
the inaugural address. 
Wide yearly fluctuations in abundance and species 
composition are also noticed in the landings of penaeid 
and non-penaeid prawns and croakers. Long range 
programmes to understand these variations which are 
most probably fishery independent should be taken up. 
An increasing trend in the landings of ribbon fish, 
pomfret and cat fish is noticed, while the non-penaeid 
prawn landings show a declining trend. 
There has been a definite increase in the landings 
by mechanised boats and a corresponding decline in 
those by non-mechanised boats. This trend is common 
to the entire country. About 70-75% of the marine 
fish production is contributed by mechanised boats. 
Boats fitted with outboard motors are becoming more 
popular and important. How far can one allow this 
increase in mechanised boats and how many boats 
can be sustained by the resources are matters to be 
thought of. 
Among the four coastal districts of Maharashtra 
the two northern districts, Thane and Greater Bombay 
are more developed from the fishery point of view than 
the two southern districts. But there is scope to 
increase the production from the southern states. The 
potential marine catch from Maharashtra waters is 
estimated to be 3.7 lakh tonnes. 
Already 3 lakh tonnes aie being landed. The gap 
can be reduced by increasing the effort in the southern 
region in a phased manner. 
Analysis of the data with the CMFRI shows that 
there is no further scope to increase production through 
'dol' nets. But gill nets and trawl nets can be increased 
in a gradual manner, in the deeper areas of the presen-
tly exploited zone. Resources of the deeper areas and 
their commercial possibilities are not clearly known. The 
data from all sources including the FSI and the industry 
should be received by the National Marine Living 
Resources Data Centre of the CMFRI to make a pro-
per estimate of the potential lesources. Development 
of deep sea fishing depends on sound data base which 
is not available at present. The Indo-Polish Survey 
conducted in the N.W. region has reveakd the existence 
of rich mid-water resources of pomfrets, horse mackeiel, 
ribbon fishes cat fishes and eels. 
The poor fishing effort during the monsoon season 
due to rough weatner is good for replenishment of the 
stocks of prawns. But we need more information on 
the biological aspects for conservation of prawn stocks. 
Some species of prawns are more available during night 
fishing than during day fishing. The ban on night 
fishing has to be reviewed in the, light of this finding. 
In view of the stagnation in prawn catches there 
is an urgent need to step up production through culture. 
The state should undertake detailed surveys to identify 
suitable areas for culture and formulate definite policies 
on land and water use so that prawn culture can develop 
in a big way in the state. Culturing of Penaeus japonicus 
and Metapenaeus monoceros should also be tried. The 
CMFRI has been helping the states of Kerala and 
Karnataka in setting up pi awn hatcheries and is wilUng 
to extend technical assistance to the Maharashtra state 
also. Farms and hatcheries should bo developed simul-
taneously. 
Marine pollution is an important field which is 
assuming larger dimensions in recent years. Pollution 
Dr. P.S.B.R. James, Director, CMFRI clarifies certain points raised by 
the participants. S^ted on his right is Dr. C. V. Kulkarni and on his left 
is Dr. S. B. S. Dodd. 
Dr. Y. L. Srikrishna of CIFE driving his point home. Seated on his 
right is Dr. A.G. Kalawar and on his left, is Dr. D.V. Bal. 
Personnel from central and state fisheries and other organisations, universities 
and fishing industry and leading personalities associated with fisheries 
development of Maharashtra participated at the workshop. 
Another view of the participants. 
is dealt with by various Institutions. There is need to 
co-ordinate this work by identifying strategic locations 
and institutions which are capable of dealing with the 
local problems. A national grid of about six centres 
can be established. Not all reported cases of fish mor-
tality aie due to pollution. Mass fish mortality 
should be carefully monitored and the factors respon-
sible should be carefully studied. But one should bsar 
in mind that pollution of coastal waters could be one 
of the reasons for the stagnation in marine fish produ-
ction. 
For increasing production from the presently exploi-
ted zone slight increase in fishing effort is possible. 
But no large trawlers are needed for the purpose. Suc-
cess of offshore fishing is linked with product develop-
ment to popularise the fishes which at present do not 
have a ready market. Diversification of fishery pro-
ducts is essential. It is a healthy sign that processors 
in Maharashtra and Gujarat are interested in doing this. 
Waste products from the processing industry for prawns, 
cuttle fish and squids can be utilised as ingredients in 
prawn feeds. Mussel and clam flesh is also an excellent 
feed for growing prawns in culture systems. There is 
a very good demand for fish meal as poultry and cattle 
feed in Punjab. All these possibilities should be explored. 
There is an urgent need to study the molluscan 
resources (oysters, mussels and clams) of the Maharashtra 
coast as it has a number of creeks and inlets which can 
harbour these resources. 
Dr. James concluded by inviting all the concerned 
agencies to work together for the development of marine 
fisheries in the state. 
Problems faced by the fishery administration 
Mr, Sivaramakrishnan, Secretary, Government of 
Maharashtra, then spoke about the problems faced by 
the administrators. He pointed out the discrepancies 
in the estimates of fishery potential and actual produ-
ction figures published by various organisations and 
stressed the need for standardizing the procedures and 
for reducing the areas of uncertainity. He wanted to 
know whether we have reached the maximum level of 
production as far as fish is concerned or whether there 
is scope to increase production from the sea. He 
stressed that the policies should benefit the fishermen. 
The conflict of interests between deep sea/off shore 
fishing and artisanal fishing should De tackled carefully. 
He wanted answers for the frequently asked question 
whether the trawler operations really affect the catch 
of traditional fishermen and whether the number of 
mechanised boats caa be increased further. He pointed 
out that income per boat is more important than catch 
per boat. When boats from other states are coming 
in every day, is there any justification in stopping mecha-
nisation of boats in the state, he asked. Authentic and 
reliable information are not available for planning. 
The fishermen should be convinced by providing un-
impeachable data. Interest of the different sectors of 
fishermen should be protected. In view of the fact 
that the prawn catch rate is more dUiing the monsoon, 
should we prohibit fishing during the monsoon? 
He stressed the need for gear development to make 
thein more efficient. He pointed out that while OBMs 
are very popular in Gujarat, the Maharashtra fishermen 
want only inboard motors. 
Mr, Dodd said that before regulatory measures 
are enforced the opinion of the scientists should be taken. 
Responding to the questions raised by Mr, Sivarama-
krishnan, Dr. Alagaraja said that CMFRI has been 
collecting fish landing data on an all India basis since 
1947 and has over the years perfected a statistical system 
which has won the approval of the FAO and other 
International agencies. The discrepancies between the 
CMFRI data and the data collected by the states can 
be reconciled only by following a uniform method of 
assessing the landings. In fact, the CMFRI has been 
conducting training courses for the state government 
officials in the methods of collection and aiialysis of 
data for arriving at an estimate of marine fish production. 
Mr. Muthu said that although the catch rate for 
prawns is higher during the monsoon the fishing effort 
is hardly 25 % of the effort expended during the other 
months and hence the lull in fishing activity is likely to 
have a beneficial effect on tne replenishment of the prawn 
stocks. Prof. Sreekrishna stressed the need for intro-
ducing mesh regulations to avoid capture of juveniles. 
He felt that a cod-end mesh size of 30 mm is optimum 
for the shrimp trawlers. 
Dr. V.S. Somvanshi presented a summary of the 
results of the exploratory fishing conducted by the vessels 
of the FSI in Maharashtra waters for the period 1972-'87. 
A general trend of decline in the catch rate over the years 
was noticed. There was an indication that the low 
rainfall years were followed by poor catch rates. 
Dr. James suggested that the FSI may attempt 
commercial fishing in collaboration with other organi-
sations to verify the commercial viability of fishing with 
large trawlers in deeper waters. 
Dr. P.V. Kagwade reviewed the trends in the major 
fisheries of Maharashtra during the last three decades. 
The very lucrative fisheries for 'dara', 'ghol' and 
'karkara' during the sixties have declined in the seven-
ties and eighties. After the introduction of shrimp 
trawlers, a number of species of penaeid pi awns contri-
bute to the lucrative prawn fishery. 
Dr. Vijayalakshmi Nair presented a review of the 
work on pollution undertaken by the NIO. Mercury 
pollution is very high in Thane creek due to industries. 
Mahim creek is practically dead with very high BOD 
levels. While polychaetes dominate in sewage polluted 
areas, foraminiferans are common in industrially pollu-
ted creeks. The high primary productivity in polluted 
areas does not lead to increase in fishery resources, due 
to damage of the environment. Growth of oysters in 
the highly polluted Bandra shore is less compared to 
their growth in the less polluted Mudh area. Mr. 
Dodd said that since most of the areas identified as 
suitable for culture are situated adjacent to the creeks, 
the possible effects of pollutants on the cultured orga-
nisms should be assessed. Dr. James suggested that 
existing information on marine pollution in Indian 
waters may be collected and presented as pollution 
status maps by the Pollution Control Board. 
Dr. M. Devaraj, then presented his paper on the 
population dynamics of the marine fishery resources 
of Bombay based on the catch and effort data published 
by the CMFRI. He emphasised the need to collect 
reliable data on effort for each type of fishing gear. 
The importance of speeding up the calculations using 
computers was stressed by Shri K.K. Ghosh. The draw-
backs of the surplus production model used by Dr. 
Devaraj were pointed out by Dr. Alagaraja. 
Dr. Aral James spoke about the low cost products 
developed by the GIFT utilising the prawn and fish 
caught by the 'dol' nets. Dr. James stressed the need 
to develop value added products from the non-conven-
tional deep sea fish. He also added that the techno-
logies evolved by the GIFT should be taken to the 
people through extension programmes. Dr. Kalawar 
said that people want fish as fish and not as wafers, 
pickles, etc. This preferance should be borne in mind 
while developing new fishery products. Mr. K.K. Ghosh 
pointed out the need to do market research for fisheries 
products. The importance of popularising hygienic 
methods of drying fish was stressed by Dr. James. 
Prof. Sreekrishna reviewed the recent advances in 
craft and gear technology in detail. Use of high open-
ing trawl nets, matching mesh size to engine power, 
two-boat mid-water trawling, rigging to increase the 
sweep of the trawl nets, changing the design of the 
existing boats to make them less heavy, use of fuel 
saving devices such as kcit nozzles are some of the 
suggestions put forward by Prof. Sreekrishna to improve 
the fishing efficiency of the fleet. Dr. James suggested 
that a small group in the state can take up the work 
of testing these new technologies. He also suggested 
that the state government should put artificial reefs for 
the benefit of the fishermen. The GMFRl could give 
technical support in this work. Lack of adequate 
information on purse seine operations in the southern 
part of Maharashtra was highlighted, during the dis-
cussions. Dr. James jaid that CMFRI will take steps 
to fill this lacuna. 
Mr. Dodd spoke on the problems encountered in 
implementation of the Maharashtra Maritime Fisheries 
Regulation Act. Dr. Kalawar elaborated the provisions 
of the Act and suggested practical ways of solving some of 
the problems. Mr. Joshi, Deputy Director of Fisheries, 
stressed the need to include the District Fishery Officer 
in enforcing the Act. 
Dr. Kulkarni spoke about the need to expand the 
physical facilities at the Taraporevala Aquarium in 
view of its mounting popularity. Steps to show video 
films on marine life for the visitors to the aquarium was 
also suggested. The possibility of establishing a dol-
phinarium should also be explored, he said. 
Concluding remarks of Dr. James 
Summarising the deliberations of the two-days 
workshop. Dr. James listed out the salient points that 
emerged during the discussions. 
The CMFRI would like to continue publishing the 
data on all India marine fish production after hearing 
the opinion of the maritime states also. The Institute 
is leady to train the officials from the state fisheries 
departments in the statistical methods evolved by the 
CMFRI. 
Marine Fisheries Regulation Acts should be formu-
lated on a national basis after examining all the issues 
involved. Self regulatory measures adopted by the 
fishermen themselves to avoid conflicts at sea should 
be encouraged. The scientific basis for regulations 
needs urgent attention. 
While formulating the policy on introduction of 
more trawlers, the effect of such a step on the small 
scale sector should be carefully considered. 
There are no solutions yet to problems created by 
inter-state migration of fishing boats during the fishing 
seasons. Such larger issues should be taken up at the 
higher levels. 
Problems of the fishermen community engaged in 
'dol' net fishery, 'dara' fishery and other traditional 
fisheries viz-a-viz the introduction of purse seining, 
deepwater/offshore fishing should be examined in greater 
detail. 
The effects of bottom trawling on the seabed and the 
benthic organisms and their repercussions on the fishery 
of the region should be studied. 
The optimum number and type of fishing boats 
for each state/iegion is to be determined. Collection of 
reliable statistics on existing boats is vital for this work. 
Special efforts are to be made to study the mon-
soon fishery for prawns along the entire west coast to 
answer questions regarding banning fishing duiing the 
monsoon period. 
Au all India project to study the effects of the intro-
ductin of OBMs in all the states may be proposed with 
proper funding. 
The effect of drought conditions on the marine 
fisheries should be examined. The relationship between 
a good monsoon and spawning success of fishes needs 
to be understood. 
The existing information on the status of marine 
pollution in the country may be collected and brought 
out in the form of pollution status maps. 
The FSI may take up commercial fishing in 
deeper areas with larger vessels to work out the eco-
nomic viability of such ventures. 
The CMFRI may critically examine the changes 
that have taken place in the fishery for 'ghol', 'dara' 
and 'karkara' in the Maharashtra state over the years. 
New prawn resources have been discovered in 
Maharashtra waters. The CMFRI would study these 
resources in greater detail. 
Brackishwater fish farming can increase fish pro-
duction in the state. Microlevel surveys to locate suitable 
sites may be taken up by the state govt./MPEDA. The 
possible effects of pollution on brackishwater farming 
should be assessed. Development of hatcheries and 
farms should go hand in hand. 
Suitable mathematical models should be developed 
to study the population dynamics of the multispecies 
fisheries of the Indian seas. The models developed in 
the temperate waters for slow growing, loiig lived spe-
cies with well defined spawning periods are not applicable 
to the tropical fish with short life span, fast growth 
rate and year round spawning. 
CMFRI has developed suitable proformae for 
collection of basic data on catch and effort. A simpli-
fied proforma for laige vessels has been prepared and 
given to the Chairman, MPEDA for distribution to the 
large vessels. It is essential that the basic data are 
supplied by these vessels to the CMFRI for proper 
monitoring of stocks. 
There is an urgent need to assess the untapped 
fisheiy resources of each state and work out ways and 
means of increasing the catch. The fixing of produc-
tion targets for the 8th plan period should be realistic 
in relation to the resource potential. 
The non-conventional fish which are caught in the 
deeper regions should be the target of research on the 
processing side by the CIFT, IFP and CIFE. Exten-
sion work to popularize the technologies and products 
developed should be intensified. 
All available fishing technologies to be prioritized 
and the relevent ones chosen for implementation by the 
various maritime states in a phased manner, according 
to local requirements. 
The CMFRT would devote special attention to the 
study of monsoon fishery on the west coast, the purse 
seine fishery in southern Maharashtra and the breeding 
biology of prawns from the point of view of conser-
vation of the resources. 
Trade in ornamental marine fishes is a neglected 
field. Rich resources of ornamental fish are available 
in the Lakshadweep and Andaman groups of islands 
and also in the islands in the Gulf of Mannar region. 
In this connection the Taraporevala Aquarium which 
is the most popular marine aquarium in the country 
can take a lead in doing research and extension work 
in this new field. The CMFRI has identified about 60 
species of ornamental fishes in the Lakshadweep islands 
and has initiated work in studying them. 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WORKSHOP ON MARINE FISHERIES 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN MAHARASHTRA 
1. The workshop discussed the present status of colle-
ction of marine fish catch statistics in the country 
and the problems involved in the same. It noted 
that the CMFRI had discontinued publication of 
marine fish catch statistics from the year 1986-'87 
and the responsibility has been given to the mari-
time states for publication of the catch statistics 
for each of the States. However, the workshop 
felt that the CMFRT should continue to reconcile 
the figures obtained by the states and publish the 
same. (Action: CMFRI and S.F.D., Maharashtra). 
2. The present methods of collection of fish catch 
statistics and documentation have been discussed 
at the workshop. Attention of the participants 
is drawn to the workshop held by CMFRI on 
"Acquisition and Dissemination of Data on Marine 
Living Resources of Indian Seas" at Cochin during 
which as a result of discussions ceitain proformae 
were prepared by CMFRI and published in Marine 
Fisheries Information Service, No. 46 for the use 
of various organizations. The workshop felt that 
in addition to these schedules there is a need to 
develop suitable schedules for incorporating data 
on socio-economic conditions in marine fisheries. 
In order to develop such schedules, a working 
group consisting of representatives of CMFRI, 
FSl and CIFE has beeii proposed to be constituted. 
CMFRJ may convene the meeting for this purpose. 
(Action: CMFRI). 
3. The workshop felt that catch and effort data for 
various commercial fisheries are vital for stock 
assessment. Therefore it is suggested that suitable 
models may be used in such studies and also attem-
pts made to determine which model helps to under-
stand the situation better. (Action: CMFRI, 
CIFE and FSI). 
4. The workshop discussed the nature of presently 
exploited resources and the resources that can be 
exploited to increase fish production in the state. 
A critical analysis of this situation by CMFRI 
indicated that while there should be no further 
increase in intensity on fishing by the 'dol' nets, 
the effort by gill nets and trawl nets can be mar-
ginally increased so as to obtain an additional 
production of about 60,000 tonnes. For fixing 
the target for marine fish production from the 
presently exploited region in the state, this aspect 
should be taken into consideration. Any addi-
tional target that may be suggested for the state 
is naturally linked with the untapped resouices, 
the infrastructure needed and the economics 
involved in exploitation of such resources. There-
fore, while fixing of targets the gap that exists 
between the potential resources and the presently 
exploited resources should be taken into consi-
deration. Any arbitrary fixation of target for 
marine fish production is likely to be met with 
difficulties. (Action: SFD, Maharashtra, CMFRI 
and Min. Agri., Government of India). 
5. It was brought to the notice of the workshop that 
in southern Maharashtra there are about 60 purse-
seiners operating. But the effects of purse-seine 
operation in this region on the traditional methods 
of fishing are not clearly known. The workshop 
therefore, recommends that the CMFRI may make 
a detailed study on the effect of purse-seine fishing 
both on the resources as well as the traditional 
methods of fishing. (Action: CMFRI). 
6. It was brought to the notice of the workshop that 
the classical resources like 'ghol', *dara', 'koth' 
and 'warn' are now not seen in such abundance 
as seen some years ago. Different reasons have 
been attributed to explain the situation like empha-
sis on and diversion of fishing activity for shrimp, 
probable decline in the stocks and changing methods 
of fishing. However, the CMFRI may examine 
the situation by making a critical review on the 
basis of data collected over the past 10 years for 
indicating the reasons. (Action: CMFRI). 
7. The workshop discussed the problem of conser-
vation of shrimp resources during the monsoon 
season and felt that adequate scientific basis for 
regulation of the fishery is at present not available. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the CMFRI should 
undertake a detailed study of the monsoon fishery 
along the west coast and provide the scientific 
basis for the economics of such fishing and con-
servation of resources. (Action: CMFRI). 
8. The Maharashtra Government would like to know 
the commercial feasibility of exploiting marine 
fisheries resources beyond the 40 fathoms depth 
along the coast. In order to meet this require-
ment, it is suggested that a pilot project be imme-
diately initiated by FSI through deployment of 
their boats to assess the resources of the region 
and commercial feasibility of exploitation of such 
resources with the help of other Institutions. 
(Action: FSI). 
9. The workshop discussed the present status of opera-
tion of 'dol' nets in Maharashtra especially the 
species composition, the size of various species 
and the mesh size of the 'dol' nets. Since this is 
one of the important methods of fishing in the state, 
a detailed study on the possible effects of operation 
of 'dol' nets on fish populations in the region is 
needed in both Maharashtra and Gujarat. CMFRI 
may conduct special studies on the subject. (Action: 
CMFRl). 
10. The workshop discussed the potential of non-
conventional fishery resources of Maharashtra 
state that has emerged from the data collected by 
FSI. Since some of these resources aie recogni-
zed as fairly abundant, it is essential that attempts 
be made to sort out the promising resources and 
develop suitable methods for processing product 
development and marketing on priority basis. 
This should take into consideration the consumer 
acceptance for such products. (Action: GIFT, 
CIFE and SFD, Maharashtra). 
11. CMFRI has mentioned about the availability of 
resources of some species of prawns hitherto not 
exploited from the Maharashtra region. The 
magnitude of these resources must be further stu-
died for commercial exploitation (Action: CMFRI). 
12. The workshop noted that solar drying can 
be adopted for drying fish. But this method 
has not been adopted by the fishermen so far. 
Several reasons have been attributed for the same, 
especially the requirement of space for this method 
as against the traditional methods of drying fish 
on scaffolds along the Maharashtra coast. The 
applicability of solar drying, therefore, needs 
further examination by concerned authorities. 
(Action: SFD, Maharashtra and GIFT). 
13. The various technologies available on fishing craft 
and gear have been brought to the notice of the 
workshop which might help in the economics of 
operation, saving of fuel, maintenance of craft 
and gear etc. However, the workshop felt that 
the technologies which are suitable for the state 
may be critically examined and necessary experi-
mental work or pilot studies be conducted. (Action: 
CIFE and GIFT). 
14. The workshop discussed the high variability in 
mesh size of cod end of trawl nets in different states 
and the need for regulating the same with special 
reference to conservation of shrimp. It was 
generally agieed after taking into consideration 
the information available from various states, 
that the mesh size should not be less than 35 mm. 
Therefore, efforts should be made to regulate the 
cod end mesh size of trawl nets for conserving the 
shrimp resources. (Action: SFD, Maharashtra). 
15. In view of the changing environmental conditions 
and the changing fishing patterns the workshop 
felt the need for collection of environmental data 
in relation to the fish resources for better under-
standing of their availability pattern. (Action: 
CMFRI, CIFE, NIO and FSI). 
16. In view of the interest of the state to intensify 
brackishwater fish and prawn culture, it was found 
necessary to assess the exact area suitable for brackish 
water culture, extend of shrimp culture to such 
aieas and also detsrmine the levels of pollution 
in the creeks and adjacent areas to safeguard the 
interests of brackishwater culture. (Action: SFD, 
Maharashtra, Pollution Control Board, Maha-
rashtra and NIO). 
17. The workshop discussed the work being done on 
pollution in Maharashtra, especially the programme 
of work of the DOD supported research project 
on pollution. It was felt that the existing infor-
mation on different types of marine pollution in 
Maharashtra may first be documented giving 
details as to how pollution has been affecting the 
marine resources. Based on this information, 
further work on marine pollution is suggested. 
A map showing the piesent condition of pollu-
tion in brackishwater areas may also be prepared 
which would be useful in connection with the pro-
posed intensification of brackishwater shrimp cul-
ture in the State. (Action: NIO, Pollution Control 
Board, Maharashtra). 
18. In view of the conflicts that are arising between 
the traditional and mechanised sectors in marine 
fishing, it is suggested that the question of further 
mechanisation of the fishing craft in the state be 
examined carefully and necessary education and 
extension programmes undertaken for the fisher-
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men to bring out a proper amicability between the 
two sectors to avoid conflicts. (Action: SFD, 
Maharashtra). 
19. The existing marine fishing regulations in the state 
have been discussed at the workshop. Several 
difficulties have been expressed in matters Uke 
registration and licencing of boats, delimitation 
of the fishing zones, implementation of the regula-
tions, powers given to different authorities and 
depaitments etc. However, some of these issues 
might be resolved based on the scientific infor-
mation regarding the nature and exploitation of 
the resources. To that extent the workshop felt 
that the necessary scientific basis could be developed 
in course of time. The workshop also recommends 
that there should be an inter-state understanding 
as far as these matters are concerned to ultimately 
develop a national policy. The scientific back-
ground for resolving such issues should also be 
developed. (Action: SFD, Maharashtra, CMFRI 
and Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India). 
20. The Workshop discussed the short term and long 
term development of the Taraporevala Aquarium 
in Bombay and suggested that improvements to 
the aquarium need support at state and national 
level as this is the most important marine aquarium 
in the country serving the twin purpose of recrea-
tion and education. Immediate requirements 
include necessary repairs in the existing system 
and replenishment of the ornamental fish. The 
long term development includes provision of addi-
tional space for expansion, modernisation and 
inclusion of oceanarium for larger animals such 
as dolphins etc. It is suggested that a committee 
should be formed to look into various aspects to 
make it more attractive and also serve the pur-
pose of education and training in such specialised 
areas. (Action: SFD, Maharashtra). 
Background paper - 1 
Background paper - 1 
PRAWN FISHERIES OF MAHARASHTRA COAST AND PROBLEMS 
OF PRAWN CULTURE IN THE STATE* 
Maharashtra is the leading prawn producing state 
in India, accounting for 75 % of the uon-penaeid and 
34.3% of the penaeid prawn landings in the country. 
The marine prawn catch in the state during the five 



























There has been a steady increase in penaeid prawn 
landings from 33,914 tonnes in 1982 to 51,793 tonnes 
in 1985 followed by a decline to 46,341 tonnes in 1986. 
* Presented by M. S. Muthu, Madras Research Centre of 
CMFRI, Madras. 
The non-penaeid landings declined from 40,809 tonnes 
in 1982 to 32,134 tonnes in 1983 and then showed a 
steady increase reaching a high value of 57,387 tonnes 
in 1986. 
While almost the entire penaeid landings are made 
by small mechanised trawlers (9 - 14m OAL) opera-
ting in 20-70 m depth the non-penaeid landings are 
accounted for mainly by the 'dol' nets operated in 20-
40m depth. The strong tidal currents in the region 
enable the fixed 'dol' nets to be used with advantage. 
The species composition of prawns in these two 
methods of fishing are markedly different. The traw-
lers catch the larger sized exportable penaeids such as 
Metapenaeus affinis, M. monoceros, M. kutchensis, Para-
penaeopsis stylifera, P. hardwickii, Solenocera crassicor-
nis and Penaeus penicillatus. After 1982 the trawlers 
which remain out in the sea for 2-3 days started fishing 
in deeper waters (40-70 m) and discovered in south of 
Bombay, new resources of penaeid prawns such as Tra-
chypenaeus curvirostris, Metapenaeopsis stridulans, Para-
penaeus longipes and Penaeus japonicus. 
In the 'dol' net catches the dominating species of 
small sized non-exportable non-penaeids are Acetes 
indicus, A. johni, Parapenaeopsis sibogae, Exhippolys-
mata ensirostris, Exopalaemon stylifera and Nemato-
palaemon tenuipes. It is immediately apparent that the 
prawn fishery of Maharashtra is multispecies with 
different species fluctuating widely in abundance from 
year to year. However, there has been a general increase 
in prawn catch during the past five years. 
The standing stock of penaeid prawns in the 25,000 
km» area of Bombay between Lat. 17° and 21° N and 
Long. 71° and 73°E has been estimated by Dr. Rama-
murthy as 13,000 tonnes. Generally 60 % of the standing 
stock is taken as the exploitable yield, which is 7,800 
tonnes. The present annual yield from this region is 
around 9,000 tonnes. Hence there is no scope for 
increasing the fishing effort. 
These areas are well within the fishing range of the 
existing small mechanised boats and hence tnere is no 
need to introduce large trawlers in this region. The 
existing boats which are staying out at sea for 2-3 days 
can fish daring night time also when larger catches of 
M. monoceros and P. japonicus are obtained due to 
their habit of lying buried in the substratum during 
day time. 
Dr. Ramamurthy's studies have also revealed that 
there has been no decrease in size of the prawns over 
the yeais. In fact, he has found an inverse relationship 
between size and abundance. In other words during 
years of good abundance the mean size is small indica-
ting strong recruitment rather than decline in size due 
to overfishing. 
He also found that the prawns breed almost 
throughout the year and that the prawns caught are 
well above the size at first maturity which means that 
the prawns have had a chanct to breed before they are 
caught. The monsoon season, June to August, which 
is a lean period for fishing due to inclement weather, 
affords natural respite from fishing pressure for about 
three months. All these factors are natural safe-guards 
against depletion of stocks. 
Hence the prawn fishery along the Maharashtra 
coast appears to be in fairly good shape but has to be 
closely monitored to see whether the present yield can 
be maintained without being detrimental to the prawn 
stocks. 
Scope for prawn culture 
Maharashtra coast is endowed with good brackish-
water resources which are potentially suitable for esta-
blishing prawn culture farms. But no proper survey 
has been made to assess the extent of these areas. Nor 
has the land and water use policy been clearly defined 
by the state till recently. But it is now understood 
that the state is alloting lands to entrepreneurs to start 
prawn farms in the state. 
The natural seed resources of the state have not 
been assessed and except for the newly established prawn 
hatchery of Bada Pokaran, no commercial hatcheries 
are there in the state. 
Prawn farm and prawn hatcheries should be deve-
loped simultaneously if prawn culture is to develop in 
a profitable manner. The areas bordering brackish-
water creeks and the salt pan areas are prospective sites 
for estabUshment of prawn farms. But care should 
be taken to see whether these creeks are free of indus-
trial or domestic sewage pollution. 
There is good scope for developing pump fed farms 
in the elevated areas on either side of the creeks. 
However, microlevel surveys are urgently needed for 
this purpose. The MPEDA could be of help in con-
ducting these surveys as they have recently recruited 
qualified engineers for such work. 
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Background paper 2 
GENERAL ACCOUNT ON THE PROBLEMS OF MARINE FISHERIES 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN MAHARASHTRA* 
Maharashtra with a coastline of 720 km has a shelf 
area of about 90,000 sq.km. The EEZ confers an 
additional 20,000 sq.km approximately for exploitation. 
At present only 30% of the shelf area upto a depth of 
about 50 m is intensively exploited. The estimated 
annual catch from this area in recent years is about 
three lakh tonnes (compared to two lakh tonnes in early 
seventies) whereas the potential has been estimated to 
be 3.7 to 4.0 lakh tonnes (CMFRI & FSI). There is 
thus scope to increase production in this limited area 
to a moderate extent which can be done by increase of 
effort in a phased manner. 
It is also to be assessed what is Maharashtra's con-
tribution to the present production of three lakh tonnes 
since the landings include fish caught from Gujarat 
waters also. Further, the fishing effort in terms of 
actual trawling hours appears to be highly variable 
from season to season and also year to year and there 
is no reliable data on this aspect. An accurate or a 
near accurate estimate of catch and effort is a prere-
quisite for the development and rational exploitation 
of fisheries of a maritime state. To this end it would 
be better, if a suitable system could be developed to 
introduce simple log sheets to indicate area, depth of 
fishing, number of hauls and duration of each haul, catch 
details etc. on the lines as recommended in the "Workshop 
on Acquisition and Dissemination of Data on Marine 
Living Resources" held in 1982 at CMFRI. Atleast 
a few selected boats from major landing centres such as 
New Ferry Wharf and Sassoon Dock could be brought 
into this system to get an approximate picture of Maha-
rashtra's share in fish production by trawlers. 
A survey was conducted by M.T. Mtiraena in 1977 
under the Indo-Polish agreement in the N.W. coast of 
India. Fishing with bottom and pelagic trawls was 
conducted between 15° & 24°N in the depth range of 
90-360 m to assess the industrial fisheries potential of 
the area. The survey proved that pelagic mid water 
trawling was most productive in areas 19°-22°N and 
67° - 69°E off Dwaraka and Bombay regions. The 
catch rate worked out to 1,838 and 1,137 kg/hr respecti-
vely, the main categories being horse mackerel and 
* Presented by S. Ramamurthy, Madras Research Centre of 
CMFRI, Madras. 
pomfrets from 54-130 m depth. Catches upto 12 tonnes 
horse mackerel and 6 tonnes of black pomfret were 
recorded from these areas during February/March. 
Other resources that can be economically exploited were 
ribbon fish, eel and cat fish. Bottom trawling con-
ducted in 90-130 m depth has not proved encouraging 
in the Maharashtra region. However, squids which 
are gaining importance due to export value were 
caught in considerable quantities in areas south of 
Bombay. It has also been observed at NFW that the 
commercial trawlers at times brought exclusively cepha-
lopods or coastal tunas thus indicating abundance of 
these shoals according to season. Though large fishing 
vessels may not be necessary to tap those various resour-
ces occurring beyond 50 m depth area, introduction of 
medium sized vessels that can sustain absence from the 
port for about a week will be a feasible attempt. 
Though the Marine Fishing Regulation Act has 
come into force in Maharashtra, it is to be reviewed how 
far this Act is being enforced. Effective regulations can 
promote amity between the mechanised and non-mecha-
nised fishing sectors. Self imposed regulations as prac-
tised in some of the fishing villages in Tamil Nadu can 
also be tested through education to avoid confronta-
tion. 
The Bombay duck is of commercial importance in 
Maharashtra and Gujarat. The size class analysis of 
the fishery showed that smaller sizes dominate in Gujarat 
waters compared to Maharashtra. It needs to be elu-
cidated how far the stocks occurring in the two states 
are interdependent and also the migratory habits of the 
species. There is no information available on the total 
annual stock in the fishing grounds. The annual yield 
is, however, found to be highly fluctuating over the years. 
Penaeid prawn landings m Maharashtra are on the 
increase in recent years. A standing stock of 13,000 
tonnes per annum has been indicated in the fishing 
grounds currently exploited from New Ferry Wharf 
base, the average annual catch being 8,300 tonnes which 
appears to be within the safe level of exploitation. 
However, there appears to be scope to increase the catch 
since ptawns are short lived forms and will be lost to 
the fishery if not harvested. The standing stock in 
the month of September has been indicated to be very 
high which suggests that more exploitation can be 
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undertaken dating this month in particular. The pre-
sent mesh size and age at captuie appear to be optimum. 
However, the stocks are to be continuously monitored 
to take safeguard measuies, if warranted. In the offshore 
regions off Ratnagiii, between 200-500 m depth the 
FSI has located grounds for deep sea prawns, the poten-
tial of which is to be assessed. 
Other resources like seer fish caught mainly by drift 
gill nets hold immense prospects for development in 
the Maharashtra coast. Multiple trolling using arti-
ficial jigs will be worth attempting to tap this resource. 
The resource of threadfin breams seems to be cunently 
exploited at the optimum level. Any increase in effort 
may adversely affect the stock. To get sustained yield 
from the present fishing grounds there is need to increase 
the cod end mesh size of trawl nets. 
There is no information on the molluscan (Divalves 
and gastropods) resources of the Maharashtra coast. 
The fishery at present is mostly of a sustenance nature. 
A regular survey needs to be undertaken to assess the 
potential resources for proper exploitation. 
Capture fisheries has its own limitations in regard 
to production. In this context aquaculture affords 
immense scope to augment production. Maharashtra 
has a brackishwater area of about 81,000 ha of which 
1,800 ha is reported to be utilised for fish cultivation. 
The state has to identify suitable areas for farming. 
Fish cum prawn seed resources survey also has to be 
undertaken. The state is bestowed with large sized 
penaeid prawns such as Penaeus japonicus and P. peni-
cillatus which offer ample scope for cultivation in con-
trolled conditions. Even on a modest scale, if 30% 
of the brackishwater area is brought under cultivation 
a production of 15 to 20,000 tonnes of prawns can be 
achieved. Further, Maharashtra has a number of 
sheltered bays where culture of organisms like mussels, 
oysters in rafts and cages and net cage culture of fin 
fishes could be undertaken. 
To sum up, the strategy to boost marine fish pro-
duction in Maharashtra will be to increase production 
from the currently exploited groimds through increased 
effort in a phased manner, effective utilisation of the 
EEZ resources through offshore fishing, improvement 
of infrastructure facilities such as berthing, cold storage, 
etc., introduction of new fish products which will have 
consumer acceptance in the domestic market, popu-
larise the non conventional resources and proper uti-
lisation of the brackishwater areas and near shore 
sheltered waters through suitable culture techniques. 
Background Paper 3 
MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH IN MAHARASHTRA* 
I am presenting some of the observations made 
daring the course of last 30 years on marine fisheries 
in Maharashtra. 
In the fifties when otter tiawUng was introduced on 
commercial scale by the Japanese vessel 'Taijo-Maru' 
bull trawling was started first by the Government of 
India exploratory vessels M.T. Ashok and M.T. Pratap 
and later by the three sets of commercial trawlers 'Sat-
pati'-'Pilotan', 'Arnala'-'Paf and 'Akashi-Maru'-No.23 
and 25 of New India Fisheries company and large quanti-
ties of quality fishes were exploited from the Bombay-
Saurashtra waters. Though this workshop is on the 
* Presented by P. V. Kagwade, Bombay Research Centre of 
CMFRI, Bombay. 
fisheries of Maharashtra, one cannot ignore Gujarat 
and take Maharashtra in isolation because of the com-
mon fish and fisheries occuring in these two states. 
The quality fishes of great commercial importance 
in the beginning were 'dara', 'ghol', 'koth', 'wam', 
'karkara', 'doma', 'cat fish', 'sharks' and 'rays'. Later 
on commercially less important fishes like 'shende', 
flat fish and clupeids were also included. The Bombay-
Saurashtra region and also the Kutch region were 
exploited continuously for nearly two decades and 
fisheries of many species started declining in the late 
sixties. In the stventies due to export demand, the 
fishing interest was switched over to prawn resulting in 
the introduction of shrimp trawls. 
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The switching over to prawn fishing should have 
given enough time for the revival of fisheries of 'dara', 
'ghol', 'koth', etc. which had declined. The present 
status of these fisheries is discussed here. 
In the case of 'dara', the inshore fishery by gill net 
has remained more or less steady at 2.3 to 2.5 thousand 
tonnes in Gujarat and 1.4 to 1.7 thousand tonnes in 
Maharashtra on an annual average in the last two deca-
des. This might be because there is no report of fishing 
for juveniles of 'dara' called 'chelua' by the trawlers 
which might have indirectly acted as a measure of 
conservation. 
Another point to be mentioned here is that 'dara' 
net locally called 'waghra' jal is a highly selective gear 
with the mesh size of 81 to 105 cm. Fishes caught in 
this net measure between 81 to 105 cm. 'Dara' matures 
at about 80 cm in standard length in its 4th year. Hence, 
it is required to live to a size much longer than this. 
There aie also reports of capture of large 'dara' of 
142 to 170 cms in size by the 'dol' nets. In view of 
this it is suggested that if the mesh of some of the 
'waghra jals' and not all, is increased by another few 
centimetres, there is a possibility of getting some spe-
cimens measuring larger than 105 cm in the catch. 
Catches of 'ghol' have come down very much but 
since it is clubbed with sclaenids, it is not possible to 
assess the extent to which the fishery is affected. 
'Koth' right from the beginning had a fishery of very 
small magnitude and it has dwindled greatly. 
'Karkara' has almost disappeared from the fishery. 
Earlier trawl fishery of this species was comprised chiefly 
of the size 45-55 cm, all adults, the maturity size being 
at 41 cm. Juveniles upto 18 cm are available some-
times in small quantities in the inshore catch. Since 
only a small portion of the stock was harvested at that 
time, it is felt that its fishery should have revived rather 
than disappeared by now. The survey conducted by the 
vessel M.T. 'Muraena' for a year during 1977 had shown 
that 'karkara' formed good fishery at 55-90 m depth 
range. The catch came by both bottom and pelagic 
trawls and together formed 4.7 tonnes for the year. 
This suggests that 'karkara' fishery is in sound state and 
can be resumed once again. 
Eel fishery does not seem to have been affected much. 
Its catch is more or less steady at about 3,400 tonnes 
per year. 
Among the other varieties, Polynemus heptadacty-
lus, Psettodes erumei, Ilisha elongata and /. filigera have 
also declined and appeared only occasionally in the catch. 
Some of the new entrants to the trawl fishery are nemi-
pterids, Saurida, crabs, lobsters, squids and cuttle fish. 
With the replacement of shrimp trawl a number 
of penaeid prawn species have appeared to contribute 
to the prawn fishery. Any decline in the catch of one 
species is not generally felt because it is compensated 
by others. There are about a dozen species of penaeid 
prawns contributing to the trawl fishery. This has 
resulted in the increasing trend in the catch of penaeid 
prawns in Greater Bombay. 
Bombay duck is the major fishery of Maharashtra. 
It is harvested by the indigenous gear 'dol.' Its fishery 
was steady at 30,000 tonnes in sixties. The catch started 
improving after 1975 and reached the highest of 82,000 
tonnes in 1981. The second highest of 58,000 tonries 
was in 1984. This indicates that Bombay duck fishery 
is a promising one for some more time to come. This 
is because the fishery is supported mainly by the juveni-
les, the adults being far out in the sea. Not much of 
spawners are caught in the inshore waters. 
Pomfrets are mostly coastal species, fished by gill 
nets and also 'dol'. Though the juveniles have been 
caught by the 'dol' nets in large quantities, the catches 
have been more or less steady at about 16,000 tonnes 
per year. 
In the 'dol' net fishery the non-penaeid prawns are 
represented by a small number of species, the same 
being exploited for the past so many years. New 
entiants to the fishery as in the case of penaeid prawns 
are not observed. This has resulted in the decline in 
its catch in Thana, the district best known for this group 
of prawns. 
It is time now to ascertain whether the fishery of 
some of the species like 'ghol' and 'shende' which once 
were prominent are unable to recover due to heavy 
pressure of exploitation at that time or whether they 
have changed their habitat giving room to the new 
entrants. Fishing for 'karkara' also should be attempted. 
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Background paper 4 
FISHERY OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS OFF THE COAST OF MAHARASHTRA* 
The fishery of Mahaiashtra, as elsewhere in the 
world is influenced by abiotic oceanographic factors 
suchas temperature, salinity, currents, monsoons, storms, 
light, dissolved oxygen content, inorganic nutrients like 
phosphates, nitrates, silicates and biotic factors like 
phytoplankton, zooplankton and benthos. 
In the waters off Maharashtra in the summer 
months of May-June the surface tempeiature is high, 
around 30°C and drops by nearly 10°C in the winter 
months of December-January, when it averages 20°C. 
The temperature at the depth of 100 m is 20-22°C. 
Normally within a given season, the variations in tem-
perature are not wide but during the southwest mon-
soon season (June-August) off Maharashtra the varia-
tions are as wide as 7°C at the surface. The variation at 
500 m depth during the monsoon season is 6°C whereas 
during the premonsoon and post monsoon season, it 
is barely I'C. 
The wateis in the upper 50 m are well mixed and 
nearly isothermal. The temperature starts to fall down 
sharply below 50 m. 
Off Maharashtra, surface salinity varies from 
35.4 to 36.6%^. It decreases from north to south. 
There are no marked variations due to seasons except 
in the close shore waters due to runoff during south 
west monsoon. The salinity at 500 m decreases slightly 
to 35.08-35.54%,. 
The northeast monsoon (November-January) off 
the west coast is generally weak. The precipitation 
is also negligible. During this season and upto March, 
the surface currents are weak and flow from north to 
south. April is a transitory month. By late May, 
the strong moisture-laden southwest monsoon winds 
reach Maharashtra and prevail upto September. Heavy 
precipitation occurs during June-September. The 
strong Somali current (south equatorial current) which 
originates from Africa, forms part of the anticyclonic 
circulation in the Arabian Sea and reaches Maharashtra 
coast by May. The surface currents flow from south 
to north along the coast during May-September. Octo-
ber is a transitory month again. 
* Prepared by K. Radhakrishna, Visakhapatnam Research Centre 
of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam. 
Localized eddies and meanders are quite common 
affecting the circulation patterns. The tidal currents 
are stronger along the northern coast than the southern. 
Storms and surge-causing tropical cyclones occur 
predominantly during the premonsoon (March-May) 
and postmonsoon (October-December) periods, and 
are rare during the southwest monsoon. During cyclo-
nes wave heights of 2 to 4.5 m are not uncommon. 
Along the coast of Maharashtra, oxygen often 
becomes supersaturated in the mixed layer (upto 50 m). 
The annual average is in the range of 4.0 to 5.2 ml/1. 
In deeper layers, around 1000 m depth wide seasonal 
fluctuations are encountered. The oxygen values near 
the surface show a decrease during the upwelling period 
of August-September on account of the upward move-
ment of oxygen low waters from deeper layers. 
The vertical distribution of oxygen in the water 
column is not uniform. Two oxygen minima, one 
between 100 and 400 m and the other between 800 and 
1500 m occur, with maxima at the intermediate depths. 
The shallow minimum is due to limited mixing and near 
stagnant conditions, high organic production and sin-
king and decomposition of large amounts of organic 
matter. 
Inorganic nutrients such as phosphates, nitrates 
and silicates play a very important role in the fertility 
of any ecosystem. Silicates, by an large, are in abun-
dant supply and are rarely a limiting factor in marine 
productivity. 
Phosphates in the surface waters off Maharashtra 
are generally low and are in the range of 0.5-0.75 (*g 
at/1 at the surface and 1.0-1.25 /tg at/1 at 100 m. Higher 
values of 3.0-3.5 /*g at/1 are recorded at deeper layers 
of 1000 m. Surface values are higher during the pre-
monsoon than the rest of the year, whereas 100 m values 
are low during this period. 
Nitrates are also generally low. At the surface 
they are 2.0-2.5, at 100 m 2.5, at 500 m 5-15 and at 
1000 m 7.5-15 \>-g at/1. High concentrations occur at 
the surface and 100 m during the southwest monsoon. 
Sunlight is an important factor for plant produ-
ction or primary productivity in the sea. It is generally 
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agreed that at the depth where 1 % of the incident sur-
face sunlight penetrates, production and consumption 
balance each other with no net gain. The productive 
zone above this 1 % depth is known as the euphotic zone. 
In the inshore waters off Maharashtra, the euphotic 
zone extends to 25-30 m and increases to 40-60 m fur-
ther offshore. The waters close to the shore are tur-
bid with high suspended matter load (4 mg/1) due to 
land influence. In the offshorsi, the turbidity levels are 
around 2 mg/1. 
The fertility of any sea is easily judged by the amount 
of plants (microscopic algae) produced there. This 
plant production is also known as primary production 
and is estimated per unit time and unit volume/area. 
Primary production at the surface is high ranging 
from 50-100 gc/m^ /day in waters upto 50 m depth. 
It decreases in the offshore as the depth increases 
(25-50 mgC in 50-100 m deep waters and 10-25 mgC in 
waters beyond 100 m depth.) 
The production in the water column is also high 
(876 mgC/m2/day) upto 50 m depth and 607 mgC in 
waters beyond. The average works out to 700mgC/m2/ 
day for the continental shelf areas. 
Primary production is high during the postmon-
soon months extending upto March-April, and low 
in the following southwest monsoon months. Wide 
fluctuations are encountered in primary production 
depending on climatic conditions like cloud cover, rain 
and sea state. 
Primary production or synthesis of fresh organic 
matter in the presence of sunlight occurs primarily 
through the action of pigments present in the phyto-
plankton. Among the various pigments, chlorophylls 
are the most important. The concentration of chloro-
phylls is, thus a direct index of the primary productivity 
potential or in other words, the fertility of the sea. 
Among the chlorophylls, chlorophyll a, by and large, 
is the most important in the marine ecosystem. In the 
coastal waters off northern Maharashtra, chlorophyll a 
at the surface is in the range of 1.0-2.0 mg/m' whereas 
down south and in the offshore waters the concentra-
tions are low: 0.5-1.0 mg/m'. 
In the euphotic column (upto 50 m) the integrated 
concentration of chlorophyll a is in the range of 10-20 
mg/m' close to and a little south of Bombay and less 
than 10 mg/m' in the area in general. 
Zooplankton, is an important link between the 
primary producers v/z,the phytoplankton and the con-
sumers viz. fishes, squids, shrimps etc. Zooplankton 
abundance is a direct index of the fishery wealth of the 
sea. 
Zooplankton biomass in the nearshore waters 
north of Bombay and off Ratnagiri is quite high (over 
0.5 ml/m*). The shelf waters also support biomass 
of 0.4-0.5 ml/m' and the offshore waters support 0.3-
0.4 ml/m'. Ostracods, copepods and salps dominate 
the zooplankton. Zooplankton, below 200 m, i.e. in 
the mesopelagic region is very low probably because 
of the oxygen minimum layer. 
Benthos, i.e. the organisms that live on or near the 
sea bottom are important as food of bottom living, or, 
demersal fishes. The larger animals like polychaete 
worms, shellfish like gastropods and bivalves, and crus-
taceans like stomaopods and small prawns, compose 
the macrobenthos. Smaller animals like, amphipods, 
cumacians, small polychaetes, nematodes and foramihi-
ferans constitute the meiobenthos. 
The biomass of macrobenthos varies widely (0.15-
153.2 g/m') with an average of 6.75 g/m' along the Maha-
rashtra coast. The region between 16-20°N is very 
rich. Meiobenthos average 12.65 in the range of 
0.92-14.74 g/m'. In the offshore waters benthic bio-
mass is low on account of greater depths, low oxygen 
concentiations and sandy and rocky nature of sea 
bottom. 
The waters of Maharashtra are fertile and support 
high plankton production. The postmonsoon peak 
of plankton production (October-December) coincides 
with the peak fish landings during that period. The 
secondary peak of plankton in March is associated with 
good fish landings in May. 
During October-November, the shoreward migra-
tion of demersal fishes from the deeper layers is a result 
of shoreward uplift of the oxygen minimum layer. 
The processes of upwelling and the shoreward 
uplift of the oxygen minimum layer generally influence 
the fisheries of Maharashtia. 
The primary productivity of EEZ off Maharashtra 
amounts to about 60 million tonnes of carbon. The 
present exploitation of fish from this area is around 0.36 
million tonnes only i.e. out of every 167 units of phyto-
plankton, only one unit is being harvested as fish. This 
cleaily is seveie under exploitation. The major fishery 
resouices of Maharashtra being constituted by the pri-
mary and secondary carnivores such as Bombay duck, 
prawns, croakers, pomfrets, ribbon fish, catfish etc., 
it should be possible to realise nearly twice the present 
fish catch from the sea off Maharashtra. 
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1 9 8 8 ^ f^qvT ^ r o r a i ^ OTSTf^^ 
^BTqrrrai ^ d4^l<W JTfPCT^ % T I M ' S W^?l* ^. ^JWfti 
^ ^ fen I 3 5 ^ »Ti»ft^1 w ^mw ferr ^ anrn sras 
# f% ^ ^ fspff ^ = ^ ^ ii3jr % ^(^ ^m^ HspKft 
' l ^ . 3IK. an?. # awHi KpJj^ sras fen i 
!Br an t^spT ^% mi ' <i?% Piipn^ i t . ^ # . ?ni?!n?[ f^ i 
^% 1^ fei 4 ^5raf ^ %?r if 5^mcT ^ . tpr. v^. aire, 
an?. ??i ^ ^ ?w % agi? ?fwR 1 1 ?I^TT^ ^ ^ % ^ 
fen I ^ra^'f t^B. »?. ^ . ^ »ft t^if t?r ^ 1 1 ITWT* 
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^ ^ irfNi ^ i ^ m^^€[ ^nm\ % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 
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5i^iw it t ^ jfly4c«n I ^ f^ Srsr i T i 5 ^ ?R«iRf ^ ^ r ^ 
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^ ^m S^TR spw I ^ srfF^ ST, fff^ r, ^ i , f^R^, "filcn ^ , 
i^*^5r tresft ^ 9 0 % J T ^ K I ^ ^ ^ gsi^ rifr ^ a w ftar 
1 1 ^ n^Rff if ^ ^ ^ 5RR ^ % ^ q ^ r snen 11 
^ TTO fTcrr I 1 5?lf^ ^ ^l^ ^ ft^l^ ^ 3lbJH ^ ^ 
armq^li 
^ a n ^ ^ ? r t^ -^3n^ ^ ^ !Rr%^ anf^  ^ ^ 5 R 
J| a ^ m t:^ snfcT ?Nw Jf i^fq^ B gciR =q5w f^jft q^ i 5« 
^^ercn # ?RH^ %f5H^  5f^-UR ^q^CT # paTlrT ^ T I - | I 
?«T5R^ I^3cft f^ JJ^ nft q^ l ^ ^ ^ % 70-75% ^m 
3 ? n ^ «nf5R) sfki ^ iift'^ J IM | I qfftRj ; f t e ^ ^ ^^en 
3q%T ^m # T ^ # fe?r SRRI^  swifter ^*n, t^ ftispT ^ 
tifRM^% =^K ^^ [^ it iTTc^^ % iSOT^ if g^ R; 
^ ?t a w , ^lOT ^ ^ a p ^ % arnli 11 r^ff s^ ^apr ^ 
q«? 3.7 g^ 11 
5I5I f^^^m ^ qf ? J ^ aT<T ^ t t fe "St5T-^' % 
3 H i ^ ^31^ sBf # t »t3n??r 5iCf 11 %fer a r r ^ ansr a ^ sra 
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^ Ttc J^R ^ ft^W ?lft 3I3T "R antflftcl 1 ^ 3 ? ^ OT^ISHT 
^ 1 1 3ccn;-"Tf5'=Erft era: ^  if mnm ^ - q t f o w i^tscm 
? i q ^ * jqj^i?r ' s n ^ | t > 
I s W % S^hlei %flnT ^ R ^ tf sn '^l t ' '^ ra- % 'ERJT ^ 
^ ^ ^M f^ ^ WT5I ^ 5Jn^ fifetcft I I 5?rf5n3r ^Rf 
% IW2R ^ ^ d ^ I , ??i qc g^t^m ^ m an^R r^a 11 
sftrt 5(St q ^ ^ q^ ^ t % ^ v^ ^^'^ % 'j'T^^ W^ 
3cqi^ ^^RT armq^ 1 1 ?ft. t p . ^ . arn:. ant. ai^ ^ ' T 
gg^ a^jnt ansi^ ^r H^KT ^ ^ i m ^i t ^ ag^ ^R'H- 11 
^fer nisw H^ sRcTT ^ ^Ror fe>l a^w ^t T^, ??!% ^':'Tf 
q^ ansr^R ^ ^ «r|cr an^TT^ 1 1 
arrsppsi % ?!5fRrt5tcr M % OTK^T «I5I^ %f^ ^ ^^^ ^ 
«f5Pn sn ?RiEn 11 ^^Mm. ^ ^"^ ^ aniu^'Wi iff I i 
»r5f5wf # #^f t^ TO^ ^foi^ 3cqT^  RRi^l^i"^ ^ ^*ra 
3«RIcf ^ ^ ^[% ^ iJi^ 1 1 gfl^, ^ScT rq>5T, fe^ anf^ % 
?i?nar5T-«r^ T Jt ft^ ^M! 3C?R # t »TT5!I ^ mzm % s^ q ^ 
i ^ R ^ ^ I I IRI5T ^^ ?ftq7 vft # T ! %fet^ar55t »Tt53T 
TTfRissr ci5 % 1151^ gqs[i3if % ^ ^ aifc^ izR ^ ^ 
am's^r i%^Ri*w ^ apcR^r ^^^ 11 
i p ?n«r fusra?: qjin ^?;^ ^ f^qspi c^ l^, si. ^f?i ^ aiq^ 
mm wfM fen i 
?^. fe^in^TOH ?i{%^ q ^ R i ^ ?Rm % a?ira^ sft 
^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ Jf i^jn I ^ ^ iic?5r f^^ % ares^R afk 
m^fira 3?qi^^ ^t f>TRcn ^ ^ ^^ fen aft'c ^ *rR-
5ft^ "^^  # aim?i^cn q^ #?: f^ I ^ % fqR ^ f^  ^ 
!f)i^ Ric^ 'i^ T' g ? n ^ ^  s^cf! ^fsni; a^»r ^  cn^ ft i t t , ^^rai 
301 Kftwi! ^ »ft Pi5Ri =Eni|tr I :s^ R^T ^  af?r ^m ^ 
q^s ^ a i^^ a& fNii ^ an^ T g ^ I 1 ^ ^ ? i a ^ ^ 
< f^^ "^ I s W ft' ^ ' ^ "^ JWncT nc52R q^ 5I5R 3Tiq^5R # t 
flf?T qf^TRt^ 2n ^ ^ Tfi?!^ ^ ^ i l ^ ^ Sq^T ^5RT 
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^ ^ N gn^ 1947 ^ ?fr. ^IT. ITC};. 3Tr^ , ajr^. 3Tp?5f iTRcffJT 
?cR q^ IR5T ^ 5 R STJt ^ ^WfT % f^n ami t ^ ^ 
5J1 sff. t ^ . ^Tqrr^fr t TT^RI^S^ ^ i^ q;. t^g. an? % qr^ ff 
fRi 1972-87 m 3T#r ^ qft^ r^acT ?rfn=^ IT^JPT # qRorfcr 
^ . #Tcff qf. ql ^^rqrt ^ iqs^r cft^  s^rPBf ^ iffRi^ 
TRR ^ t?T. arr?. ^> % a^ E^oT qi f^ »^ ^jf ?BI S^ITOT 
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5Pm»T ?n^  ^^ftan^ iflFt ^ ql^ r ^^ftan^ sftJt % ^ ^ 
sTSR ^  "it^" ^j ^ mccr ?r% 11 ^ ^ M^rf % JTCKR 
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nw^ ^ q ^ it mmf^ ws^ ft ^9i^ q^ 11 ^lan?^ 
?ff^  % ^ it ^ ?r5? q^  5T. imf^ % 3ibqq;T % 8ig?rR 
Jiff ^ ft«R ?5fe 13,000 a^ 11 gTHiK<iram ft«r5t: ^  % 
60 % i^gq^ sFT r^trir JTMT sricn 11 ^ ^ ^ R ^rf^ 
gq^ rfsi? ^pmT 9,000 a^ 11 ^^ ffei^  qc5?R sram wt% % 
a^cf ^ if OTsrsHT Stat liJsn; ;fhBi^  % HC J^R BTTOR 
% ^ ra it «ft IR?JR SHIbTT 11 31. 'CWq^ ft % aisqiRt % ^ 
^ q^  OT5r «rai I f^  sflpif % anwc <?r Tisn ^ H* g?^ 
^ ?N?^ I I i35^ qf «ft ^  ^ 5PT»T^  <I^^ STSr it SfW 
it 5I3PR ?tm 11 T R ^ it IR^R WT it l^ JITf^ j^W 
ft?TT I ^ ? ^ ^ 5iTii%^ ?kw ^m. ginra; %8; ff?n 11 
y*iiaT %f?ra wi*i< 
q>w ^ sflft t ^ f t ^ 
t^. Km^, ^ . "I^ T. T''. 3TR;. an?, w JROH aig^ tUR 
JTfRI^ ^ '^t cIS-^ 720 f^ . ift. ^ tt^ tfi ^ 90,000 «nT 
fe. jft. 11 f^ arawi ggq^rsR % ^ OT^W 20,000 w^ 
qft. jft. >Tt 11 3W fts^ qj ^ firo 30% ^ ?^ gqqt5R ^ ^ 11 
s[?T ^ ^ JtwTa^ Bfrf^  q^ B? ?ft«« 5IW SR t w^i% q ^ 
si>»2Rn 3.7 ^ 4.0 5rra 5fr 1 1 ^yfs^ 5?r ?fHiRr ^ it 
a ^ 3 srn? 3?n^ *Tmi^ ^  SIRRT ^ ^ itsr 11 
1977 ^ i^ fT, it. g<l^ % SRI JTRcT % 3gR-'Jfff frs ^K 
%5nq?cf{ JTKJ19RT 3{RWH % q^B¥ ^ ^ gf=En ^t (jijn 11 q ^ 
Tfl'CT^ J if S^t ne^ JR ftf^JT 3ffsi1%2W qf^ ^ Hit 
i ^ T^ n I q^  5 ^ 8^qi5R sf^ ¥T ^ T^ f ft ^u 11 
t qifT^ JT ^ sfe % ii5?^ rj?r #r5i ^wn^  Pr$icft f 1 ^ ^ 
i;i5qf % qi^ 5ti^ qt% ^ sq^ f % STPBR, q^ ?q^  Rikcn i^ jf 
swRft «^TPft qr ajtiRPT anqr!^ 11 
3ig?fn: 5WBI i^g<T^ l9pr ^^SRI ft sNr 11 sprf f% ^ sfft 
3i^ qi3 11 t ^ *ft, q^ Tfur T ft^ # ^it^ q^  R^rer KTR ^ ^ ^ 
«ft s(mm 11 sfl5^  % 31^^ §^ *Tt, ^^huf ^ anf?^  «ft 
qff ^ ? iq^ 11 5^ »Tt smrft sn^t ^ q ^ ancft 11 q^nR 
iTfTKM az * jft5^ g q ^ % ^ ^ €tt ?^5n ^ 11 
^ St^ i^gr^fSR ^ f ^ ft^q ?fq^3Tf q^ f^'cR g i f ^ 
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1,800 | . g w ^ 5i5f #5r flcw fi^ %f5i^  a j g ; ^ 11 SISTUI^  
%f5i^  qiT sq^ isHT ?fl»ff % ^ aqn 1^ ^ftsRi ^qf^ i^je ^ 
qf. ^Ifeona^r ^ q<t^w ^i: m^ 11 5^% arsnm HfncM^^ 
m^, ^jjw, fqi^ Pfi^ r anf^  ^ % t »ft # sn ^mt 11 
aiHWR ?i^ ^ ^ ^ 'KcRq^q qif^iRi s fe ^ ^%^^;^ ^B^ 
^ ^ iTisn ^ ara^ ct^ 5Ff! I ap{»T ^ ^ it a w ^f^r^ir ^ s{^ 
^ nw^ " ^ ^ ^'ii, ^5T, #«T, mJT, ^ ^ R i , ^ , f%i^, 
mfSi^ zf ^ ^fe % w ^??^aT irs^ft »ft aw t t^ ^ «ff I 
^^-Ht^IBI^ ^  ^5^ #51 ^ , ^ ^?r^ ^ SPTRTR ^^ i'^ •^ '^ '^ '^  
fen TJiT f5Ri% qftoniT ^ ^ ^ ^ ?ft5ft# # ^w^ if qs f^t 
f^ Jirnft q^ 1 m^ ??ra ^ iff^ t q^ ^ an^ ricT UTT | t TO^ 
»pr 2.3 ^ 2.5 fju^t 55Tt q?: f^?: «ft ^ iTfRi^ a^  ^ ^^m 
qrfq^ ^ ^ q ^ ] .4 % 1.7 fjrn: s?r «r7 I "^" mwf^ ^ 
? ? % ^ T sijcft | t I ' "^" T i 5 ^ 3R*r ?t ft i^T qftirrn 
ft Tjft 1 1 ^.i[. ^ \ ^\mi qr^ % i^v^ 1977 % # C R 
fii^ T^ gw^l % a w ?|jRI % aig?fK 55-90 ift. # . »lf^lt Jt 
"^^? ; i " ^ ^ t WRj 11 ^ % ^ ? : H crater ^ ^^fm^ 
aiRFR % nft'^ 4.7 CT q ^ *ft ftrsft «ft I ^ ?l^ "^^iRl" 
5RV[^  ftn^C 11 
qM^H^i |>3TSTfaF55ra, ^ i ^ T J ^ , ^5 f r i^sikisr 
^ anffefsiTt^ T anf^  € Ht 3TBR% l^ p r^at q^t 1 ^ftc^fts^, 
?«rR 11 "i\^" sTT^r I ?% "B^ nan sncn 11 1960-70 ^ 
qqf $r q ^ 30,000 SR q^ ft«I^ «ft 1 1975 % SIK ^ if | f e 
f^jft q^ ^ 1981 if ?f? % arftra q ^ i n ^ 82,000 CT a^ 
an q | ^ l %!^ STK 1984 if 58,000 CT q ^ fJf^ fT «f)- I 
# ^ 3 : gSTcT: cTJlcT 51T% ^B^ | ^ ^ aiq l^T^ SlTcT ^ 
"tt^" stigf % q ^ 11 ''i\^" 51I5T % =jif^ i^  aiftf^ mJT ^ 
i%3ft^  q^)5^ q^ »Tt a f M 5?M q ^ wm^ 16,000 s^ r q^ 
^fsrai % 14 f^ . ;ft. 3ccR q^ TIcciJi: ^ IT! 12, 1988 # 
tr^ 5 - | ^ q g^i m ^ 5 R |an 1 f^%5r ^ 5 ^ ^ %^ q^^i JRH 
«n 1 fw^»T^ % ^ ^ sg^ T^ m m g q ^ f%jn iJn «n 1 
^ ^^ nccgc % ?cct?;-qf7=5mi- »TIT ^ OT*!?! 35 if! »T5?;it % 
q^^ Tin 1 ??rif Si'TT ^ f^ frf f^ wRf q^r 1 
q^ncjj?; ^ JT? 19,1988 # ^ q^ st^faq i^r ^ ^ 5 R 
|3n I ^i%^ f?r ^ IfjTT ^ # t f%^  ^ft sn 1 
5Tft?:i^ ^ ^t cTS ^J^I 720 r^. tft. afk iTIlit'ftq' ?t?q5 # ^ 
89,096 fejft. t I 3RT5T ^ 3Tf TSfe^ ^H?^ %^ | ^ 
^^ % ^n 0.27 ^ ^ ^ 21 JTEscfi q ^ t 5imt 1 1 f^ ^ % i*et 
^\ 3T?5T 15«IR % ?RR ^^\V(\ *!• mc J^T^ Ht ^q, 5!^m, 5I5T-
sn^i, T R ^ , ^"BR, a^^, ftr^flT 3nfiF?r5R ^ am, araili^^ 
qtisRB 1% '^f^ar, §iff, ^ fef^fe q i ^ a ^ , aiijftc^ rqfj q 
^ mqiTR arfy^ ftm | ^ ^?; i t ^ w , t% sqftcra ^ 
50 jftcR ^fjwuk er^  ^ qpft ^Rcnqt 11 so jfls^ % arffera 
i l ^ i t % qpfl ^ cnqiTR ?fft ^^n STRII | I 4\m % arggi?; 
mqjTR ^ ar^?: den 11 grwiiRT: ac^ qj ^ ^ ^m^ aRR 
?q^ ^ 1 tten I ^ ^ ^ O T qf^ q^^  H R ^ % ^ R cnq^R 
if 315^ sncn t I 
^ ^m^vn if fare a^R cnqiTR if 3RT^ ffen | 3 ^ 
a^^ 'iKWT ^ a r ^ 5Tff ftcn 1 1 T5?:it % arggR vft i^rq^ 
if aprii f|7 ftcn 11 f'l^ Ht, im^iqi ^ Cf^  qi5n etsi ^ aprrsc 
»ff g^^t ?fq t^ ?if^ 5T?lf qR qicn 1 n^RFs^ % ^ 5 si^ r a^s 
^ jgRiqr 35.4 q 36.6 % % ^ ^ ^ I I gsi^ % ^f^ %1 
3Tt^  sn^ q^ 55r J ^ r R ^ qsft ft^t 11 ^ R m if ^ 3 q f^^ 
^ # t f^^ 3^^^ <t'?5T?! qscn I 5f5r aqt^ ^ q^r oft strq' 
ert ^ssR-'jff! i R ^ (5Tqq -^5Rq<t) ^ ^ ' ^ R qqf ^ T TH^ t 
^ TFs; 5T5T-2«5 aqif ^f^ s m f^T if ftm 11 f^%^ -
qfirq^ J T R ^ (^-f^Rfq':) % ^ R a r ^ qqf fn^ t ^ 
s r ^ i ^ aqi? ^^-^feoi k w ^ flcrr | 1 ^ g ® ^ m ^ 
4^K ^ fq^ fq ^ ^v^K^ I THgr % "jq ^ qi^ e ^ <I?IR 
^ =q!BqT?r 'ft ttm 11 w t q l^t =sraqRT % ^ ^ R r^^ f^ ^ 
«3f=qTt 4.5 ifts?; ^ f f siRft 1 1 
H5R;I5J_ ^CI2 ^ 50 ifta?: ciq; ^ if?;!! ^ err<T ^\^\ ^ 
arf^gsR % ^ 5TM11 ??f^ qifq^ a ^ 4.0 ^ 5.2 ml./l. 
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% ^'H I m^ 1,000 J{\51 ^ Tf?:it ^ 3TffEFH5H ^ 
eiTR ^1r 1 1 anf^^R^ firf^i % ^ ^5W | , ir^ lOO ^  
400 ^IZl ^ ^jRr 800 ^ 500 f^t. % ^ ^ ^ t I ^ ^ 
% ^ ^ 3ff i w 3 R fTii%?wi ancft 1 1 
^ Tfc^ T'jpT 3PT I 1 Hfl^l^^ % OTcTI ^JJ5 ^ 151^5ft ^ 
25-30 ifls?: cT^ s^ Tfi^ T | cTt 3TWS Hg? ^ ?!? 40-60 iffe^ cT* 
TRq? % ^ iM ?T I 5f5im5 f'^^fe^ ^ tt^m^ri T f t ^ Hi«Tffra 
^?T(^ Jf JtHW 375tcn 1 1 5rT«Tfir^  ? ? n ^ , q r ^ i : ^ T} ^ ^ R R 
^sftdf^cT SBT T^w 10-20 fiT. m. /{i r fe ^mK t i 
3f5ot ^fr 1 1 egs ^ JTioftc^ra^ ^ arfHTicri e ^ l ?fq^i ^ 
T^^\jfi 'jit I atific^r*!^ Tf a r r ^ j ^ ^ , ^fqqt^ ^ ^ e?"n 
j f f tq t^e I I iT115[I^ ^ % eg? it in5fit^ »fi?T ^ ^ecT 6.75 
f%. m. I ^ ffl^fr^f^e ^ qrm 12.65-14.74 ft. m. | 1 
JTfi^re^ ^ qRl ^|cr ^1?: I ^ i^^mf % ^ ? i i ^ %f5iq 
e^i^ra ffm 1 1 c^i^^ % ??n^^ sr^^ % HIST ft ?n«f qif 
eg? cTs ^7 arre ^eft 11 ^ ^KS^^H m mv^f 3nlw5R (iiPi^+i 
%2fi ^ ci^ JT a ^ 11 
iTfRi^^ ^ egqatrl^ Tcr * arrn^^ft H I C ^ i%4 0.36 ^,^^>ig 
s^ % f^ 5BJ 11 3Te5T ^ Jjff mm^ m arq- t^qir ^ ^fr | ^ 
f% 3Tft ^qsi^sr qT^5i^^ ^ ^risii 163 ^ z %_ €\ "^^ 
siT^fi^ ft TScft f e ^ tr^ ^ f t s 11 ^TC % aiccT ff^^sft g's^r 
% e ^ ^ ^e^ f^ 5!Ft # 7 ^ ftoT^ ^ ifstTf^ r 1 1 
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